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Abstract

We propose Strongly Supervised pre-training with
ScreenShots (S4) - a novel pre-training paradigm for
Vision-Language Models using data from large-scale web
screenshot rendering. Using web screenshots unlocks a
treasure trove of visual and textual cues that are not present
in using image-text pairs. In S4, we leverage the inherent
tree-structured hierarchy of HTML elements and the spatial
localization to carefully design 10 pre-training tasks with
large scale annotated data. These tasks resemble down-
stream tasks across different domains and the annotations
are cheap to obtain. We demonstrate that, compared to
current screenshot pre-training objectives, our innovative
pre-training method significantly enhances performance of
image-to-text model in nine varied and popular downstream
tasks - up to 76.1% improvements on Table Detection, and
at least 1% on Widget Captioning.

1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been significant progress in Lan-
guage Models (LMs) [7, 11, 47, 52] and Vision Language
Models (VLMs) [1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 15–18, 21, 23, 25–30, 39–
41, 44, 45, 49, 50, 56, 57, 60–63, 65–75, 77–80] exhibiting
strong zero-shot generalization and adaptability to a wide
range of tasks. Though they may differ in architecture, data
and task formulation, such foundational models predomi-
nantly rely on large-scale pre-training on giant corpora of
web scraped data which serves as the source of generaliza-
tion capability - C4 [51], The Pile [20], Laion 5B [54].

The pre-training of LMs and VLMs were mostly studied
separately. For LMs, the inputs and outputs reside within a
homogeneous space, and pre-training tasks that reconstruct
inputs such as Masked Language Modeling (MLM) [13, 52]
and Casual Language Modeling (CLM) [7, 48] have exhib-

*Equal contribution
†Work conducted during an internship at Amazon.

Figure 1. We propose a novel pre-training paradigm - S4,
composed of ten carefully designed tasks on large scale web-
screenshots. Compared to image-to-text pretraining objectives on
screenshots, which mainly utilized HTML[36] or its subset like
raw texts[31, 37], our paradigm utilizes rich and diverse supervi-
sions generated from web rendering that is also cheap to obtain.

ited the capability of learning knowledge from large cor-
pora of text extracted from web crawls, which translates
well to downstream task performance. On the other hand,
although the input reconstruction type of pre-training for
VLMs have shown performance improvements in certain
settings, in general they are less effective compared to what
is observed in language domain [10, 34] due to heterogene-
ity of vision tasks [12, 35, 43]. In addition to self-supervised
learning tasks, many VLMs [10, 61] use a mixture of super-
vised pre-training tasks (e.g. object detection, VQA, cap-
tioning, etc), relying on human manually labeled datasets
such as COCO [43], Object365 [55], VQA [22], etc as well
as datasets generated in automated fashion such as LAION-
5B [54], WebLi-10B [10].

Advancements of supervised datasets have powered the
advancements of VLMs. Increasing amounts of human an-
notated datasets were released [32, 33], which benefit the
performance of similar or relevant downstream tasks, albeit
at a steep cost. Approaches that can automatically gener-
ate supervisions at scale have also been explored [36, 54].
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Notably, the use of massive amount of image-caption pairs,
which are automatically generated using images and their
associated Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) alt-text
has enabled the development of some important VLMs such
as CLIP models [50] and diffusion models [53]. Similarly,
the use of screenshots and simplified HTML text pairs pow-
ered the Pix2Struct models [36]. However, methods capa-
ble of producing automatically annotated data beyond ba-
sic image-text pairs are currently under explored. Con-
sequently, the effects of employing explicit, automatically
generated, fine-grained supervision for pre-training have
been understudied.

Therefore, in this work, we extend the use of web crawl
corpuses and propose a novel pre-training framework that
utilizes rich and diverse supervisions generated from web
rendering. Modern websites are built using a combination
of technologies such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, that enable
website creators to design dynamic content and interactive
elements with diverse layouts.

To leverage such information, our solution renders
crawled web-pages into screenshot images. We also have
access to textual content, position, attribute and relation-
ship of HTML elements - all of which can be obtained
cheaply and utilized in pre-training. Building on this ex-
tracted data, we propose a set of pre-training tasks (see de-
tails in 3.2) that are highly synergistic to downstream tasks.
Our results demonstrate significant performance improve-
ments compared to the image-to-text pre-training baseline.
On average, we observed an improvement of +2.7% points
across 5 datasets (ChartQA, RefExp, Widget Captioning,
Screen Summarization and WebSRC) with language out-
puts, and a notable average increase of +25.3% points on 4
datasets (PubLayNet, PubTables1M, RefExp candidate free
and ICDAR 2019 modern) with localization outputs. See
more in Tables 1 and 2. Our key contributions:
• We develop an automatic data annotation pipeline that is

able to render web crawls and create rich labels. Cou-
pled with our carefully designed data cleaning process,
we create a high-quality and large-scale vision language
pre-training dataset.

• We propose a novel pre-training paradigm - S4, com-
posed of ten carefully designed tasks on large scale web-
screenshots showing the effectiveness on a wide range of
benchmarks.

• Comparing to current screenshot pre-training objectives,
our innovative pre-training method significantly enhances
performance of image-to-text model in nine varied and
popular downstream tasks - up to 76.1% improvements on
Table Detection, and at least 1% on Widget Captioning.

2. Related Work
Next, we discuss in detail the difference to previous pre-
training approaches.

Masked Signal Modeling. Pre-training through self-
supervision has revolutionized the field of natural language
processing (NLP). Pioneering models like BERT [52] and
GPTs [7, 48] demonstrated the profound impact of self-
supervised learning in enhancing generalization across a va-
riety of language tasks. The success in NLP spurred anal-
ogous research in computer vision, leading to innovations
in Masked Image Modeling (MIM) with approaches such
as BEiT [5], SimMIM [64], and MAE [24] that recover
masked pixels or patches, and improvements on classic vi-
sion tasks such as classification, semantic segmentation,
etc are observed. In the domain of Vision Language(VL),
MLIM [3] and MaskVLM [34] propose to integrate MLM
and MIM and conduct VL pretraining in a joint manner.
Supervised Pre-training In supervised pre-training,
image-caption pair annotations are generated on a large
scale automatically from web crawls. This enables the
training of models that generalize well in tasks like clas-
sification, retrieval, and captioning, as seen in works like
CLIP, OFA, PaLi [10, 50, 61]. Donut [31] proposes a
OCR-free model that relies on text reading pre-training
of documents. SPOTLIGHT uses [37] region to text
pre-training task on website and UI datasets. Pix2Struct
[36] leverages screenshot and image pairs with a screen
parsing pre-training task that converts webpage screenshots
to HTML text. Our work proposes a pre-training paradigm
that goes beyond image-text pairing type of tasks. We
develop a suite of diverse, heterogeneous tasks specifically
crafted to mirror the nature of downstream applications.

3. S4 Pre-training
In this section, we propose a novel pre-training paradigm
for Vision-Language Models — Strongly Supervised pre-
training with ScreenShots (S4) from large scale website ren-
dering. We will first describe the creation procedure of our
dataset for S4 pretraining, which we will call S4 Data, and
then go through our proposed pre-training tasks enabled by
our novel preprocessing method.

3.1. Dataset

3.1.1 Dataset Description

CommonCrawl† provides access to a large-scale web page
corpus spanning over a decade. We download the web
crawls from the Registry of Open Data on AWS† and we
filter content with an explicit copyright notice. We execute
our rendering and extraction pipeline (described in 3.1.2)
and data pre-processing and cleaning procedure (described
in 3.1.3) to obtain 15M screenshots enriched with super-
visions. We applied deduplication based on urls to make
sure our screenshots are unique. Each page is rendered at a

†http://commoncrawl.org/
†https://registry.opendata.aws/commoncrawl/
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Figure 2. Compared to traditional pre-training paradigms, our rich supervised pre-training leverages much more information that is also
cheap to acquire (i.e via browser). We can then utilize the rich semantic and structural annotations to construct novel pre-training tasks that
are naturally and directly aligned with downstream tasks. We use green words to refer to the words contained (visible) in the screenshot.
We use red words to refer to the words that are not visible in the screenshot. For instance, “price” is not shown on the screenshot, but is the
id of an element (refer to picture). We use brown words in the format of <x><y><x><y> to denote the bounding box.

resolution of 1280x1280 and is paired with matching anno-
tations that enable the proposed pre-training tasks described
in 3.2.

3.1.2 Efficient Rendering and Supervision Extraction
We use Playwright †, which provides a programmatic inter-
face to headless browsers that we use to render raw HTML
files into screenshots. For each web page, we retrieve
and cache the associated CSS, JavaScript fonts and images
needed to render the page accurately. Caching those assets
avoids making unnecessary requests to the originating web-
site and quicker rendering, allowing us to create 5M parsed
screenshot per day with 500 CPUs.

We build the annotations by traversing through the doc-
ument object model (DOM) tree and collecting annotations
for every leaf node of type Text, Image, Table or Input.
More information about the dataset and example annotation
can be found in the supplementary material.

†https://github.com/microsoft/playwright

3.1.3 Pre-processing and Cleaning

During data rendering, we found that directly traversing
through the DOM tree and collecting information on each
node would lead to the inclusion of elements that were not
visible in the page. We solve this issue by inspecting their
CSS property for visibility and verifying the alignment to
their corresponding bounding box. Specifically, if the ele-
ment elem b returned by clicking on the center elem a’s
bounding box is not a descendent of elem a, then elem a
is pruned. This simple heuristics helps us get rid of most
of the annotation that contains invisible elements. Also,
we implemented recursive pre-order traversal to filter out
overflow words in a textnode where the texts are overflow-
ing outside of it’s ancestor’s bounding box. Without such
a filter, words that are occluded by other elements would
be included in the final annotation. Finally, we get rid of
all <iframe> tags since the Same Origin Policy prohibits
direct access of the nodes in <iframe>.

3.2. Pre-training Task construction

Using the rich information provided by the HTML doc-
ument structure, we design ten diverse supervised objec-
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tives, which improve upon previous supervision like Screen
Parsing. Our tasks include: Screen Parsing, OCR, Image
Grounding, Element Grounding, Attribute Prediction, Node
Relation Prediction, Table Detection, Table Parsing, Screen
Titling, and Layout Analysis. We describe the objctives in
the sections below, as well as in Figure 2.

3.2.1 Screen Parsing

Similar to Pix2Struct, our Screen Parsing objective aims to
reconstruct both the texts and their underlying structure. As
shown in Figure 2, the input is simply a screenshot with a
bounding box drawn on a region, with words 50% masked
words, and the target is the cleaned HTML. We obtain the
cleaned and simplified HTML as described in Pix2Struct by
removing invisible nodes, and recursively remove chained
nesting.

3.2.2 Optical Character Recognition - OCR

The OCR objective aims to train the model with the
ability for spatial understanding. It takes in a screenshot
with drawn bounding box specifying a region, and outputs a
“word0<x0><y0><x0><y0>word1<x1><y1><x1><y1>...”
sequence. To limit the sequence length, we choose bound-
ing box for a random region that contains at most 50 words.
The OCR objective empowers the model with the ability to
spatially understand the screenshot, bringing benefits for
general detection and grounding tasks.

3.2.3 Image Grounding

Image grounding is an important aspect to enhance image-
text alignment, and we want to empower our model with
the ability to understand the semantics of the images in the
context of a screenshot. We formulate the Image grounding
objective as follow: First, we randomly pick an <img> el-
ement from the screenshot. Then, we obtain two captions
for the image: one is from the alt attribute, which we call
alt caption, and second is from the text node that is
closest to the <img> element in the HTML Tree, which
we call neighbor caption. We then randomly choose
from {alt caption, neighbor caption} and ask
the model to predict the bounding box of the image de-
scribed. Note that since the neighbor caption ap-
pears in the screenshot, the model can, instead of learn-
ing the image-text relation, simply cheat to locate the
neighbor caption first and then predict the bounding
box for the image closest to it. Therefore, to avoid leak-
ing spatial information from texts, we mask out 90% of the
texts for the input screenshot to the model.

3.2.4 Element Grounding

Element grounding is a generalization of image grounding
to other elements in the HTML DOM tree. To build a better

representation of the meaning and functionality of each ele-
ments shown in the screenshot, we ask the model to localize
their position based on a text description. We obtain the text
description by concatenating the element tag and attributes
from {class, id, label, for, alt, title, type}. However, values
of the attributes are often noisy as the id and class label of
an element can be randomized (i.e, in web frontend frame-
works such as React.js). We address this issue by adding a
post-processing step that filters out words that are numeri-
cal, single characters or that combines letters and numbers,
as they are unlikely to useful labels. As a final step we use
the T5 tokenizer to get rid of strings that map to < unk >
tokens.

3.2.5 Attribute Prediction

Beyond elements grounding from descriptions, we also ask
the model to predict a matching description for a region in
HTML. We group the visible elements into groups where
they contain the same tag and attributes within {class, id,
label, for, alt, title, type}, and randomly specify a group
by rendering its bounding box to the input screenshot. The
model is then asked to predict the tag and attributes in the
following format: “{tag} {tag.class} {tag.id} {tag.label}
{tag.for} {tag.alt}”. We apply the same post-processing de-
scribed in 3.2.4 to filter out noise in the attribute values. The
Attribute Prediction task forces the model to reason about
the semantic meaning of each element, which could bring
benefits downstreams tasks that involves element-level un-
derstanding.

3.2.6 Node Relation Prediction (NRP)

This task is a pixel-only adaptation of the Node Relation
Prediction objective introduced by MarkupLM[38], which
takes the tree-structure of HTML and labels the relationship
as either {self, parent, child, sibling, ancestor, descendent,
others}. Given two elements outlined with bounding boxes
in the input image, the model has to predict their node-level
relationship. This task is expected to force the model to
learn the relationships between the various layout compo-
nents and how they interact.

3.2.7 Table Detection

To closely mimic the downstream task for ta-
ble detection, we construct table detection on our
screenshot data. The construction is as simple as
merging the bounding box for the elements with
<table[id]> contained in their Xpaths, which re-
sults in the ground truth bounding box for each table.
We then ask the model to predict the following se-
quence:<xtable0><ytable0><xtable0><ytable0><xtable1>
<ytable1><xtable1><ytable1>...
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Figure 3. Visualization of layout parsed from a screenshot. Cor-
responding HTML tags like <h1> are visualize on top-left corner
of the bounding box.

3.2.8 Table Parsing

The original Screen Parsing objective, although encourag-
ing structure-level understanding, does not emphasize the
semantics of those structures, as the pre-processing re-
places tags with empty brackets. We argue that the in-
formation contained in the tags is also useful signal for
pre-training, especially for well-structured elements like
<table>. Therefore, we design a table parsing objective
which contains the original tag name as well as the text con-
tents for tables inside a page, as shown in Figure 2.

3.2.9 Screenshot Titling

To encourage the model to summarize the content in the
screenshot and improve its ability on image captioning, we
propose a screen titling task. Specifically, the main title in
the screenshot is masked and the model is asked to generate
the title text by only looking at the rest of the web page. The
ground truth title is obtained from the < title > node of the
HTML DOM tree. The Screenshot Titling task closely re-
sembles the screen summarization task for UI understand-
ing.

3.2.10 Layout Analysis

Obtaining layout from a screenshot is realized
by grouping elements under the same sub-tree in
the HTML. Specifically, for each element we ob-
tain its cleaned Xpath by only keeping tags in
[<p>,<table>,<form>,<dl>,<button>,<ol>,
<ul>,<nav>,<img>,<object>] as they represent
the semantic abstraction of the element. Then, we group
each elements according to the value of their cleaned Xpath

to form layout of the screenshot. A visualization of the
layout from a screenshot is shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Architecture

We adopt a simple architecture with an image encoder fol-
lowed by a text decoder, same as Pix2Struct [36] and simi-
lar to Donut [31]. The Image encoder is ViT [14] and text
decoder is transformer decoder, where the vocabulary is ex-
tended with 1000 coordinate tokens (representing discrete
positions in images, normalized between 0-1000) to sup-
port localization tasks such as object detection and visual
grounding. Such image-encoder-text-decoder models don’t
need text input and have the advantage of being OCR-free,
which leads to reduced latency [31]. On the other hand,
in order to read textual content that are typically small, in-
put image resolution has to be high for good performance,
which leads to increased memory usage. Our proposed S4
pre-training paradigm is not limited to this architecture and
can be applied to other approaches as well.

4. Experiments
We validate the effectiveness of our ten proposed pre-
training tasks by fine-tuning the model on nine downstream
tasks and compare its performance to a Pix2Struct baseline
model that was only pre-trained with screen parsing. Based
on the output format, we also divide the downstream tasks
into two groups.

4.1. Implementation Details

Pre-training schema. We propose 2 pre-training schemes,
S4NL for natural language generation and S4Loc for local-
ization, targeting on different downstream tasks. Specifi-
cally, S4NL includes the baseline screen parsing task and
all the tasks on natural language generation, including At-
tribute Prediction, Table Parsing, Title Generation, and
Node Relation Prediction. S4Loc comprises of tasks with
bounding box generations, including OCR, Image Ground-
ing, Element Grounding, Table Detection and Layout Anal-
ysis, in addition to the screen parsing task. During pre-
training, we randomly sample one task for each image with
uniform distribution.

4.1.1 Pretraining Settings

We conducted pretraining on both 2 million and 15 million
subsets of our S4 dataset, during which we set the screen-
shot’s viewport to 1280*1280. We initialize our model with
weights from Pix2struct-base and set our batch size to 32
for each node and use 4 A100 nodes during pretraining. The
maximum sequence length for the pretraining targets is 128
and the patch size for the input image is 2048. Our opti-
mizer is AdamW with learning rate set to 1e-4 with cosine
decay, and for both 2M and 15M subsets we pretrain with
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Methods Pre-training Pre-training Finetune ChartQA ↑ RefExpcls↑
Widget ↑ Screen ↑ WebSRC ↑Dataset Objectives Batchsize Cap. Sum.

Pix2Struct [36] Google Priv. Data - 80M Screen Parsing 32 to 256 56.0 92.2 133.1 107.0 -
Pix2Struct† Google Priv. Data - 80M Screen Parsing 8 54.3 91.7 131.1 105.5 60.4

Donut [31] SynthDoG - 37M OCR 64 41.8 - 127.4 56.4 -
Pix2Struct* S4 Data - 2M Screen Parsing 8 47.4 87.9 129.5 101.3 58.7
Pix2Struct* S4 Data - 15M Screen Parsing 8 52.1 88.1 129.2 104.5 60.1
S4* (Ours) S4 Data - 2M S4NL 8 50.5 92.4 130.5 103.2 60.5
S4* (Ours) S4 Data - 15M S4NL 8 55.0 94.9 130.6 105.7 61.1

Table 1. Results for Chart, Web, and UI Understanding datasets. * denotes that we load Pix2Struct’s pre-trained weight and further pre-train
on our S4 dataset with corresponding objectives. † denotes the reproduced results on downstream tasks with Pix2Struct-base’s pre-trained
weight and smaller batch size. Results from gray rows are not directly comparable to our S4 model since we don’t have access to their non-
released pre-training datasets. The results from last 4 rows show that in addition to the Pix2Struct’s pre-training objective, our supervised
pre-training extracted from HTML DOM tree brings consistent improvement on various of downstream tasks. Note that the OCR objective
for donut doesn’t include bounding box prediction.

1 epoch per pretraining task. For instance, for S4NL pre-
training with the 2M subset, there are 5 tasks so the total
training sample is 5*2M = 10M. Note that since for each
screenshots we can obtain multiple tasks, the models sees
the same subset of screenshots regardless of the number of
pretraining tasks.

4.2. Chart, Web, and UI Understanding

In this section we evaluate on tasks that require generating
natural language responses from image inputs. We focus
on Chart & Web VQA, UI summarization and UI widget
captioning.

4.2.1 Datasets

ChartQA: ChartQA[46] is a VQA dataset for different
types of charts (bar charts, line graphs, etc.). It includes
both extractive and reasoning questions, which requires an-
alyzing the visual data in charts to extract the relevant infor-
mation. We follow the convention and report the Relaxed
Match metric on ChartQA.
WebSRC: WebSRC[9] is a web-based VQA dataset. It con-
tains both cleaned HTML and the screenshot of web pages,
and the task is to answer the question about the content in
the web page. Prior arts mostly tackle this problem by tak-
ing the ground truth cleaned HTML code as inputs, which
is an unrealistic setting as real-word applications often have
much more complex HTML codes than the cleaned data.
Instead, our model only takes the screenshot as inputs and
predicts the answer from pure-vision information. On Web-
SRC the Exact Match metric is reported.
Screen2words: Screen2words[59] is a dataset for extract-
ing summarization from screenshots of mobile app screens.
We use Bleu and Cider scores as the evaluation metrics.
Widget Captioning: Widget Captioning[42] is a dataset for
generating descriptive captions for UI widgets. The task is
to generate captions that accurate describe the purpose or

function of a widget in a bounding box, such as a button,
slider, or a checkbox. In the input screenshot, the target wid-
get is specified through the rendered bounding box. Bleu
and Cider scores are used as evaluation metrics.
UI RefExpcls UI Referential Expression (RefExp) [4] is
a dataset specifically designed for grounding referring ex-
pressions for UI elements in screenshots. Current SOTA
usually approach this problem in a simplified classification
formulation: given a question and a candidate widget from
annotation, the model is asked to predict whether the widget
and question are related. This setting requires little localiza-
tion ability from the model as the candidates widget bound-
ing boxes are provided as inputs. We call this classification
setting RefExpclsand report the classification accuracy as
the metric.

4.2.2 Settings

Following the same training and evaluation protocol [36],
our model was pre-trained with S4NL objectives and fine-
tuned on the Chart, Web, and UI Understanding tasks. Since
there’s no access to Google’s 80M private data, we compare
to two PixStruct variations. The first one is with the weights
pre-trained on its private data using screen parsing released
by the original author. The second one is initialized with the
former’s weights, and is further pre-trained on our 2M and
15M S4 data with only screen parsing objective. To have
a fair comparison, our model is initialized with the same
weights, and pre-trained on the same amount of data (2M
and 15M S4 data) but with extra tasks. We also compare to
Donut[31], which is another model uses pure-vision inputs
and produces text predictions.

4.2.3 Results
We tabulate the results in Tab. 1. Our method con-
sistently outperforms Pix2Struct on all downstream tasks
with significant margins when pre-trained with the same
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Methods Pre-training
Dataset

Pre-training
Objectives

RefExp ↑ PublayNet ↑ PubTables1M ↑ ICDAR 2019 ↑
cand free (Table Det.) (Modern Subset)

30k samples 1M samples 400k samples 600 samples

DETR - - - - 99.5 -
DiT-B (Cascade RCNN) IIT-CDIP - 42M MIM - 95.4 - 97.2

Pix2Struct [36] Google Priv. Data - 80M Screen Parsing 55.1 91.1 97.0 3.6
Pix2Struct* S4 Data - 2M Screen Parsing 52.7 91.0 97.1 3.3
S4* (Ours) S4 Data - 2M S4Loc 83.6 92.5 98.4 70.7
S4* (Ours) S4 Data - 15M S4Loc 84.3 93.1 99.0 79.4

Table 2. Results on Detection and Grounding datasets. We train all of the models with batch size = 32 and patch size = 2048.* denotes
that we load Pix2Struct-base’s pre-trained weight and further pre-train on our S4 dataset with corresponding objectives. Models denoted
gray are specialist detection models that cannot parse language input (i.e cannot do grounding tasks). With our pre-training objectives,
autogressive models can get significant boosts on various detection & grounding tasks. MIM refers to Masked Image Modeling.

data. Specifically, when pre-trained with 15M image-text
pairs, our method achieves 2.9, 6.8, 1.4, 1.2, and 1.0 im-
provement over Pix2Struct on ChartQA, RefExpcls, Widget
Captioning, Screen Summarization, and WebSRC, respec-
tively. Notice that the largest improvement is obtained on
RefExpcls, because the pre-training tasks we proposed, such
the attribute prediction and node relation prediction, help
the model build robust connections between the UI elements
and their referring expressions. In addition, when more data
(15M) is available, our pre-training scheme S4NL gets im-
proved accuracy compared to less training data (2M). The
outstanding results comparing to the baseline and Donut
demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed S4 pre-training
scheme for downstream tasks that involve chart, web, and
UI understanding.

We also noticed that, comparing to the original
Pix2struct, further pre-training it on our 2M data with
screen parsing objective harms the performance across dif-
ferent datasets. This is expected as our data collected from
Common Crawl has different distribution against the origi-
nal Pix2struct data due to the data size (2M vs. 80M) and
potentially different website filtering strategies. Specifi-
cally, we filter out website whose CSS and JS files failed
to download, while the filtering process remain unclear
for Pix2struct. In addition, we also used a much smaller
batch size (128 vs. 2048) due to computational constraints.
Therefore, the pre-train on 2M data might drive the model
weight to a less optimal state. With 15M pre-training data,
we observed performance improvements over 2M data, im-
plying that more data might compensate this distribution
shift.

4.3. Detection and Grounding

We further investigate the effect of S4 pre-training on tasks
that require spatial information understanding, such as im-
age grounding and localization. While current SOTA mod-
els adopt specific architectures for detection, we show that

with sufficient pre-training tasks on localization, an auto-
gressive model can close the gap towards detection-specific
architectures.

4.3.1 Datasets

PubLayNet: PubLayNet [76] is a large-scale dataset for
document layout analysis, containing more than 360,000
pages of scientific articles. We evaluate on the bounding
box prediction task and report AP 50 as the metric.
ICDAR2019: ICDAR2019 [19] is a table detection dataset
that contains 1200 modern and archived documents. We
only evaluate on the modern document split as the archived
documents do not have bounding boxes. We use AP 50 as
our evaluation metric.
PubTables-1M PubTables-1M [58] has around 400k im-
ages with 947,642 tables from PMCOA scientific articles
and we use it for table detection experiments. AP 50 is used
as the evaluation metric.
UI RefExpcand free As mentioned earlier, current works
mostly treat the UI RefExp task as a binary classification
problem using the ground truth bounding boxes as candi-
dates, making it less challenging as it does not measure
whether the model can localize the UI elements. In this
work, we propose a new task, UI RefExpcand free, to in-
clude the element grounding into the challenges. In this
task, the input is only the screenshot with the text descrip-
tion, and the model is asked to predict the bounding box of
the related UI element directly, thus ”candidate free”. For
evaluation, the predicted bounding box will be matched to
the closest ground truth box to compute the accuracy.

4.3.2 Settings

Our model was pre-trained with S4Loc for the benefits on
localization related tasks. The model is then fine-tuned and
evaluated on each downstream task dataset. We compare to
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Titling Attibute Pred. NRP Table Parsing. Screen Parsing ChartQA Widget Cap. Screen Sum. RefExpcls

✓ 47.4 129.5 101.3 87.9
✓ ✓ 48.7 128.3 101.4 87.8

✓ ✓ ✓ 50.7 128.3 101.3 89.4
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 50.1 130.7 101.1 92.7

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 50.5 130.5 103.2 92.4

Table Detection Layout Analysis Image & Element Grounding OCR Screen Parsing ICDAR RefExpcand free

✓ 3.3 52.7
✓ ✓ 50.1 68.6

✓ ✓ ✓ 52.9 66.2
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 70.7 83.6

Table 3. Ablation study on adding different pre-training objectives using 2M S4 data.

two PixStruct variations. The first one is the weights pre-
trained on its private data using screen parsing released by
the original author. The second one is initialized with the
former weights and is further pre-trained on our S4 data 2M
with only screen parsing, to be compared to our model pre-
trained on the same amount of data.

4.3.3 Results

The evaluation results on all detection and grounding re-
lated tasks are tabulated in Tab. 2. Our method shows
clear advantages over the baseline Pix2Struct model that
was only pre-trained with the screen parsing task. Specif-
ically, on RefExpcand free, when pre-trained with 2M data,
our method outperforms Pix2Struct by a significant margin
of 30.9 (83.6 vs. 52.7). This is because our pre-training
tasks like OCR prediction and element grounding, help the
model learn to localize items in the image given their se-
mantic descriptions. Similarly, on ICDAR, which only has
600 training samples, our method achieves 70.7 AP with
2M pre-training data, while the baseline Pix2Struct only ob-
tains 3.3, due to its lack of localization ability. When there
are more fine-tuning data for the downstream tasks (Pub-
layNet 1M & PubTables 400K), Pix2Struct can learn to lo-
calize the objects and obtain decent performance, but our
training scheme S4Loc still benefits the model and improves
the performance by 1.5 on PublayNet and 1.3 on PubTables.

The benefits of S4Loc pre-training becomes more promi-
nent when more pre-train data is available. Our model pre-
trained with 15M data consistently improves the accuracy
on all four downstream tasks compared to 2M pre-train
data. In particular, on ICDAR the 15M pre-train data im-
proves the accuracy from 70.7 to 79.4, showing that the pre-
training task benefits more when the downstream task has
less data. It is worth noting that, as a generic auto-regressive
text generation model, our method with 15M pre-training
data achieves comparable performance on PublayNet and
PubTables to detection specific models like DeTR and Dit-
B, showing that sufficient pre-training with proper tasks

helps close the gap between auto-regressive models and
detection-specific architectures.

4.4. Contribution of each task

We conducted ablative studies to show the effectiveness of
each individual pre-training tasks besides screen parsing.
For S4NL, we evaluate on ChartQA, Widget Captioning,
Screen Summarization, and RefExpcls, by adding the nat-
ural language related tasks gradually. For S4Loc, we also
add the localization related tasks incrementally and evalu-
ate on RefExpcand free and ICDAR. The results are shown
in Tab. 3. Observe that the downstream task usually bene-
fits from the addition of the most related pre-training task.
For example, Screen Summarization gets 2.1 performance
improvement when the screen tilting pre-training task is
added, while the other tasks have little effect on the per-
formance. The attribute prediction task encourages the
model to associate website elements to their text descrip-
tion. Therefore, adding it to the pre-training scheme signif-
icantly improves the performance on both Widget Caption-
ing and RefExpcls, which requires the model to associate UI
elements to texts. Similarly, adding all the localization re-
lated pre-train task substantially improves the model’s abil-
ity on grounding elements, resulting in higher accuracy on
both ICDAR and RefExpcand free.

5. Conclusions
We introduced a novel pre-training framework for vision-
language models, with which models are exposed with a
variety of supervised tasks on diverse and massive amount
website screenshots. This innovation is enabled by our pro-
posed data pipeline, in which the web pages are rendered,
extracted, and cleaned automatically to generate screen-
shots and corresponding annotations. The tasks in our pre-
training scheme are designed to maximize the utilization of
annotations in our data as well as the similarities between
the downstream tasks. Through extensive experiments, we
demonstrated the efficacy of our method on boosting the
downstream tasks performance on 9 different datasets.
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